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ABSTRACT
Fascination, a special bottom-up attention process, was proposed
by the Attention Restoration Theory (ART) as a key factor for the
restorative effects of nature. Previous eye-tracking studies have
discovered the connection between fixation measures and image
fascination level. However, the lack of specific tasks in the existing
study impaired the validity. The goal of the current study was to
replicate Berto et al. [2] using a revised approach that includes a
fascination-compatible task to control the top-down process. Six
students from Clemson University viewed 24 images of high and
low fascination levels (natural vs. urban), and their eye movements
were recorded. The mean fixation duration and the mean number of
fixations were compared across fascination levels. However, we did
not find differences in fixation measures between high fascination
and low fascination scenes. Although shorter fixations were found
for female participants, there was no significant interaction between
the type of scene and gender. We discussed possible explanations
for the insignificant results and provided recommendations for
future research.
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INTRODUCTION

Nature affords easy and cost-free ways to recover from stress and
mental fatigue [3]. Research has shown that people can gain such
restorative experiences by viewing nature from a window [15],
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sitting and walking in urban parks [11, 17], and viewing pictures
and videos of natural environments [1, 19]. Studies often adopt
the Attention Restoration Theory [12] to explain the mechanism for
restorativeness. Based on this theory, a key factor in restorative
experiences is a special type of bottom-up attention process called
fascination. Recently, several eye-tracking-based studies have lent
Preliminary support to the fascination of nature [5]. We aimed to investigate fascination of nature and its relation with eye-movement
measures with a focus on revising previous experimental procedures.

1.1

Attention Restoration Theory

The Attention Restoration Theory (ART), proposed by Kaplan [12],
has established the link between cognitive function, stress, and the
attention process. Two types of attention borrowed from William
James [9] have been differentiated; they are involuntary attention,
which is effortless and stimuli driven, and voluntary attention,
which requires efforts and depends on expectations. Though not
perfectly overlapped, such two types of attention generally belong
to bottom-up attention and top-down attention in cognitive psychology. Voluntary attention, based on ART, is susceptible to fatigue
in an environment with attention-demanding tasks and distractions
(e.g., urban life), resulting in reduced cognitive functions and increased stress. On the other hand, involuntary attention, renamed
as fascination, is more resistant to fatigue. And more importantly,
soft fascination, as a special type of bottom-up process, may also
contribute to the restoration of voluntary attention from fatigue.
Argued by ART, nature plays an important role in attention
restoration by providing soft fascination - the sensory-driven attention experiences which are gentle, positive, and allow reflection.
For example, clouds, snow patterns, the motion of leaves in the
wind may draw attention while allowing reflection, but blood on
the ground may catch attention while suppressing other thoughts.
However, although the effects of stress reduction and cognitive
restoration have been confirmed in many studies [16], fewer studies directly tested if nature plays a better role in soft fascination
than cities, or what elements in nature might be fascinating.

1.2

Fascination and Eye-tracking

Eye-tracking might provide insights into the bottom-up attention
patterns for viewing natural and urban environments. Previous
studies have found the connection between high fascination environments and eye movement measures, such as longer fixation
durations, a smaller number of fixations, or an enlarged pupil size
[2, 4, 5, 14, 18, 20]. Fixation duration and number of fixations are
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found to be the most robust measures that may reflect scene fascination level.
In the first eye-tracking based restorativeness study, Berto and
collages [2] showed participants pictures of high fascination environments (lake, river, sea, hills, wood, forest, .etc.) and low fascination environments (industrial zone, housing, historical center,
and urban areas) to the participants and recorded the eye movement view the scenes. The authors hypothesized that the amount
of exploration (travel distance) and the number of focused attention (fixations) would differ for a different level of fascination. As a
result, they found that high fascination pictures were viewed with a
smaller mean number of fixation and shorter mean travel distance;
they interpreted the results as that high fascination environment
is better at retaining attention so that attention foci changed less
frequently and moved for a shorter distance. Notably, in order to
exclude the influence of a top-down process, the author deliberated
precluded a task and instead asked participants to freely explore
the images without trying to memorize the scenes.
Berto et al. [2] has been replicated by several other studies which
found consistent connections between fixation measures and fascination/restorativeness. A study using head amount display by
Valtchanov Ellard [20] investigated the eye movements in urban
and natural images that are unaltered or altered in low-level visual
properties. Reduced numbers of fixations were found for nature
scenes compared to urban scenes. Similarly, Franek and collages
[4, 5] conducted two studies to replicate B’s research. In their first
study, they investigate three groups of pictures, including European cities, historic European cities, and natural sceneries. In their
second study, urban scenes, nature scenes with leaves on trees, and
the same scene without leaves were tested. For the two studies,
a smaller fixation number and a longer duration were found for
viewing natural scenes.
Those studies have shown the robustness of fixation behavior as
the indicator of fascination. However, there are competing explanations for an increased fixation duration, such as the larger amount
of time needed to understand the contents [6, 18]. In addition, the
lack of a task in the instruction undermined the validity of the
results because participants may create their internal tasks.

1.3
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2 METHODS
2.1 Participants
The study recruited six Clemson students who were young adult
between the ages of 20 to 28 (M age = 24.5, SD = 2.59, 3 female) with
ability to read and speak in English. Participants were balanced
across gender and have different backgrounds, e.g., automotive
engineering, computer science, and parks, recreation, and tourism
management (PRTM). To represent the way how common people
perceive environments, we excluded students from environmental design-related departments. Participants were recruited on a
voluntary basis through posts and messages in communication
application groups (e.g., WeChat, GroupMe).

Research Goals and Questions

There is a need to further understand the bottom-up attention patterns related to viewing natural vs. urban environments. Although
existing studies found that fixation behavior may reflect fascination,
the lack of specific tasks in eye-tracking experiments impaired the
validity of the connections. Therefore, the goal of the current study
was to test the feasibility of a revised eye-tracking approach that
included a compatible task. We aimed to replicate Berto et al. [2]
while giving a task to facilitate the bottom-up attention.
Our hypothesis was: With an instruction that controlled the topdown attention, we would replicate the findings of [2], such that
the number of fixations would be greater for viewing high fascination scenes compared to low fascination scenes; the mean fixation
duration would be in an inversed relationship with fascination level.

Figure 1: Examples of a high fascination scene (above) and a
low fascination scene (below).

2.2

Stimuli

Twenty-four images of high and low restorativeness levels will be
used (see Figure. 1 for examples). The images were gained from
a previous peer-reviewed study [1], which has shown that only
natural images could improve cognitive function after viewing.
For our study, all images were transformed into a 1680x1050 pixel
resolution using the Adobe Photoshop CS6. According to [1], the
urban images were from Ann Arbor, Detroit, and Chicago, and the
nature images were from the scenery of Nova Scotia.
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2.3

Apparatus

Eye movement will be recorded by an unobtrusive GP3 eye tracker
with a visual accuracy of 1 degree and a sampling rate of 60 Hz
(one sample every 16 ms). The eye-tracker will be controlled by a
desktop PC with a 1680x1050 pixel screen and be attached under
the monitor. The presentation of stimuli will be controlled by a
PsychoPy 3.0 program run on the same PC.

2.4

Research Design

We conducted a single-factor within-subjects experiment to compare urban (low fascination) vs. natural (high fascination) scenes.
Twenty-four static images will be randomized and arranged into
four different sequences. To replicate previous studies [2, 5], we
choose the mean number of fixations and the mean duration of
fixation as the dependent variables.

2.5
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics of mean fixation durations and
mean fixation counts by scene categories (urban, natural).

Fixation duration Natural
Urban
Mean Fixation count Natural
Urban

mean

sd

min

max

0.134
0.136
249.6
247.4

0.011
0.008
17.2
21.7

0.118
0.117
213
219

0.150
0.148
278
300

across scene categories. Last, we analyzed the moderating effect of
gender using two-way ANOVA.

Procedure

The participants will be tested individually. The instruction used
by [2] will be revised to incorporate a fascination-compatible task
to control the potential influence of self-defined tasks. Participants
will be given the following instruction: “Now a series of photos will
appear on the computer screen. You should look at the photos and feel
how your attention is captured by interesting things in the pictures.
Don’t try to memorize any detail because you don’t need to answer
any questions related to your memory. We just want to record your
eye movement when you look at the photos. Before the presentation
of every photo, a fixation point will appear. Look at the fixation point
before you begin exploring each photo.” The participants will sit
about 70cm from the computer screen. Before viewing a stimulus,
every participant will take a 5-point eye tracking calibration and
validation. Then, the images were presented in a specific order. A
fixation point with a white background will appear for 2s before
every stimulus image to ensure that the participants begin exploring
each image from the same point. Each image will be presented for
15s, and total image viewing during will be approximately 6 min
50s.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Data analysis and description
As expected, two dependent variables, the mean counts of fixations
and the mean durations of fixations, were analyzed. First, we only
included the fixations of which durations were within three SDs
from the mean (0.158s-0.773s) to exclude the impact of outliers.
Second, we averaged the fixation counts and the fixation durations
across scenes (Table 1). As suggested by [2], using an image as the
unit of analysis instead of participants would allow us to focus on
the variance due to images within a scene category (natural or urban), which was aligned with the interests of environmental design.
Third, we conduct t-tests to compare the fixation measures between
viewing high vs. low fascination scenes (the hypothesis). However,
because we have not found significant differences across fascination levels, we also looked at the mean fixation measures of each
participant across scene categories (Figure 2) and the scan paths
of two participants for several images (Figure 3). By observation,
we found apparently larger individual differences than differences

Figure 2: Boxplot of fixation durations by participants and
scene categories.

3.2

Fixation and Fascination

Independent samples t tests were conducted to assess the effect
of scene category (natural vs. urban) on the mean fixation measures. However, the results did not show a statistically significant
difference in the mean fixation duration, 𝑡 (22) = −0.43, 𝑝 = 0.67,
or in the mean fixation count, 𝑡 (22) = 0.27, 𝑝 = 0.79. Overall, these
results did not support our hypothesis that viewing high fascination
scenes were related to less mean fixation counts and longer mean
fixation duration.

3.3

The effect of gender

In order to further explain the insignificant results, we additionally
examined the moderating role of gender using within-subject fascination level x gender ANOVAs (Figure 4). For the mean fixation
durations, we found significant longer fixation durations for male,
𝐹 (3, 140) = 28.50, 𝑝 < 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.17, but no significant effect of
scene category, 𝐹 (3, 140) = 0.51, 𝑝 = 0.48, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.004, and no interaction between gender and scene category. For the mean fixation
counts, the results also showed significant fewer couts for male,
𝐹 (3, 140) = 29.67, 𝑝 < 0.001, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.17,, but no significant effect
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Figure 3: Scan paths of two participants for two natural and two urban scenes.
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of scene category, 𝐹 (3, 140) = 0.02, 𝑝 = 0.87, 𝜂𝑝2 = 0.0002,, and no
significant effect of the interaction term.
A

B

Figure 4: Differences in (A) mean fixation durations and (B)
mean fixation counts by scene categories and gender.

A large sample may be essential for our research aim because of
the great individual variation in our dependent variables.
Another explanation is that there were personal interests-related
confounders such as gender and factors of personal background of
nature experiences. Our findings suggested that females fixated for
a shorter time than males. This is aligned with past findings that
greater fear and less fascination were reported for women compared to men in cities [10] and forests [21]. However, gender was
not found to interact with the effects of fascination levels. Factors
related to personal background of nature experiences such as nature
orientedness, nature hobbies, childhood nature experiences have
been found to influence restoration from nature [13]. Unfortunately,
we were not able to test such possibilities because this study did
not measure such factors.
However, the revised instruction in the current study may also
lead to different results compared to previous studies in which
participants were required to freely explore the scenes. Such instructions, for example, could be “View an image with composure.
Do not try to remember its content or its details” [5:13], or “you
should look freely at the photographs, don’t try to memorize any
detail because this is not a memory task and no task related to the
photograph contents will occur at the end of the eye movements
recording” [3:188]. By contrast, we asked participants to “feel how
your attention is captured by interesting things in the pictures.”
Eye movements are dependent on tasks that can influence top-dop
attention. Therefore, more research is needed to explore the potential influence of instruction in eye-tracking-based restorative
environments research to help decide the appropriate tasks.
This study has several limitations. The sample size was too small
to represent the college student population with different personal
factors related to the interest in cities and nature. In addition, our
exclusive reliance on eye movement measures did not allow us to
know the context and meanings for the fixations. Future studies
may measure a set of potential moderators and mediators (e.g.,
nature hobbies, childhood nature experiences) to help interpret the
eye movement results. It would also be helpful to gain the verbal
description of the pictures to disambiguate the vagueness of fixation
behaviors and provide meanings of attentional foci [7, 8].

5
4

DISCUSSION

There is a need to further understand the bottom-up attention patterns – fascination - related to viewing natural vs. urban environments. Although existing studies have shown that fixation behavior
may reflect fascination, the validity of the connections may be impaired by the lack of specific control for top-down attention. This
study aimed to replicate the results of [2] using clear instruction to
control the effects of top-down attention. To our surprise, we have
not found any significant effects of fascination level (natural scenes
vs. urban scenes) on bottom-up attention represented by fixation
measures.
To explain the insignificant results, we may consider that the
low sample size in this current study was not able to represent the
visual attention pattern of university students. We only recruited
six participants, while other eye-tracking-based restorative environment research employed more than fifty participants [4, 5, 20].
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CONCLUSION

The effect of bottom-up attention (fascination) of nature on eye
movements is still not clear. This study applied a revised instruction
to control the top-down attention but failed to replicate previous
studies on fascination of nature and fixation behaviors. We highlight
the importance of exploring the appropriate tasks in eye-trackingbased restorative environments research. We also recommend future studies to address the personal factors related to interest in or
emotional responses to nature and to disambiguate the vagueness
of fixation behavior by collecting verbal descriptions of scenes.
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